
Description: 

Eiffellithus augustus BuKRY, 1969 

Eiffellithus turriseiffeli (DEFLANDRE), Gartner, 1968 (partim), pl. 2, figs. 22,23; 
pl. 3, fig. 13a-c; pl. 5, fig. 19; pl. 7, fig. Sa-c; pl. 9, figs. 5-9; p. 26, pl. 18, 

figs. 9, 10; pl. 19, fig. la-d; pl. 23, figs. 8-11; pl. 24, fig. 2a-c. 

Figs. 1, 10-12- Eiffellithus augustus BUKRY, n. sp., 1) proximal view, x 4850; 
10) holotype, distal, x 5700; 11) distal, x 5490; 12) proximal, x 6460. 

Eiffellithus 
augustus 

This form has the typical inner and outer rim cycles of Eiffellithus. The broad crossbars bifur
cate at the ends and are aligned with the long and short axis of the elliptical coccolith. The 
eccentricity of the outline is 1.2 to 1.4. In distal view the rim cycle is composed of 36 to 64 
(53 mean) elements that imbricate dextrally and incline clockwise along their inner margin. 
The central area, which occupies 76 to 89 percent of the coccolith length, is composed of a 
broad cycle of 8 to 13 large elements and 2 broad crossbars aligned with the coccolith axes. 
The crossbars, composed of many small rods, support a large hollow central stem. Usually, 
gaps in the broad cycle accommodate the ends of crossbars. An elliptical opening may be 
present within the inner cycle bridged by crossbars. In proximal view the central opening is 
always observed within a broad secondary cycle which is inclined counterclockwise, just like 
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the outer rim cycle. The crossbar, in proximal view, instead of being composed of a bundle 
of rods is made of 2 rows of blockshaped elements, the crossbars splitting as they approach 
the center and curving to join the adjacent crossbars. The splitting causes a diamond-shaped 
perforation at the center. 

Maximum diameter: 13.3 fL· 

Remarks: 

This form is distinguished from the related Eiffellithus turriseiffeli (DEFLANDRE) REINHARDT 
by its broader crossbars aligned with the coccolith axes. The crossbars also differ in having 
bifurcating ends in distal view. 

Type level: 

Early Santonian (Lower Austin Chalk). 

Known range: Santonian-Campanian. 

Type locality: 

Polk Street at Ten Mile Creek, Dallas, Texas, U.S.A. 

Occurrence: Texas, Nebraska, France. 

Depository: 

Geology Department of the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois. Holotype, UI-H-3538, 
distal view (fig. 10). Primary paratype, UI-H-3537, proximal view (fig. 1). Other paratypes, 
UI-H-3533 through UI-H-3537, UI-H-3939 through UI-H-3543. 

Author: 

Bukry D., 1969, p. 51; pl. 28, figs. 10-12; pl. 29, fig. 1. 

Reference: 

Upper Cretaceous Coccoliths from Texas and Europe. Univ. Kansas Paleont. Contr., Art. 51, 
(Protista 2), 79 pp., 40 pis., 1 text-fig. 
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